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The present paper evaluates the applicability of various
anatomical parts of fish to age determinations and growth
rate calculations. Additionally, the results of attempts to im
prove the conspicuousness of seasonal zones by calcination
and staining are presented.

INTRODUCTION
The biology of Greenland halibut has not been treated to any greater detail so far,
regardless of the fact that the species is of considerable importance to both the ICNAF
and ICES regions fisheries. The hitherto-published papers deal mainly with catches,
taxonomy, and geographic distribution of the species. The lack of more comprehensive
biological treatment is associated with difficulties encountered in methodology of the age
and growth rate determinations. Even Smidt (1969) in his extensive monographic study
on the biology of Greenland halibut off Greenland offers no definite solution of the
problem. The workers attempting so far to determine the Greenland halibut age and
growth rate have all used otoliths, except for Milinskij (1944) who worked with scales.
However, it is very difficult to read the age from otoliths due to their irregular structure,
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deeply incised edges and many secondary zones, their number increasing with fish length
(Smidt, op. cit.). The age of young fishes, in spite of their best-readable otoliths, can be
determined only in less than 50% individuals. The readability of otoliths deteriorates with
fish growth: only 12% of the otoliths of 60-80 cm long fish individuals can be used for
age determinations, 4 and 0% being found in 80-100 and more than l 00 cm long fishes,
respectively. Therefore the author discussed limited his activities to determining the fish
age up to the twelvth year only. Also Paschen (1968) stated the percentage of readable
otoliths in Greenland halibut off Iceland as ea 30%.
Thus the present paper was aimed at finding some more convenient method for age
and growth rate determinations, which has a considerable bearing on setting a biological
basis for the commercial exploitation of the species.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Materials
The materials to be treated here were collected in 1971 and 1972 from 2 North
Atlantic regions, namely from the New Foundland and Barents Sea fishing grounds.
603 specimens were examined. All the specimens supplied scales and otoliths, and
additionally vertebrae, opercular bones, and fin rays were taken out of 86 individuals. In
353 specimens the scales were picked out from 12 different spots on the body surface in
order to find the place with scales of most conspicuous structure of annual zones as well
as of the radius - fish length ratio most suitable for the growth rate back calculations.
The data collected are summarized in detail in Table 1.
Methods
Frozen Greenland halibut individuals were brought to the laboratory where the body
length (Lt.) measurements with a 1 cm accuracy were performed on thawed fish.
Attempts were made to increase the readability of some anatomical parts through
alizarin-staining (vertebrae and otoliths) and calcination (otoliths). For calcination, the
otoliths were placed on a heat-resistant glass dish and heated with a burner. The
calcinated otoliths were then transferred to a small vessel placed against dark background,
poured over with alcohol and scanned in incident light of a Zeiss measuring microscope.
The same microscope was used in transmitted lightscanning of scales and measurements
of annuli.
The regression equations and correlation coefficients were calculated according to
formulae given by Romanowski (1952).

Table 1
Summary of data on material collected in 1971 and 1972

No.

Region of capture

Date of
cap•ure

Geographic
co-ordinates

Number
of fish
examined

Scales

Elements taken
Otoliths

Vertebrae

Opercular
bones

Fin rays

1
2
3

New Foundland
sub - area
fishing grounds

19.04.71.
08.04.72.
17.09.72.

46° 08'N___:_51° 00'W
50° 04'N-52° 4 7'W
51° 35'N-54° 00'W

82
98
250

82
98
250

82
98
250

-

-

-

86

86

86

,f

Barents Sea

19.11.71

72° 48'N-15 ° 17'E

173

173

173

-

-

-

-

,-

,�·-·

-

-
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RESULTS
Age determinations
Otoliths, scales, vertebrae, opercular bones, and fin rays were used in the Greenland
halibut age determinations. Opercular bones and fin rays, owing to their delicate structure
and poor readability, turned out to be unsuitable for this task. Otoliths and vertebrae,
without any special treatment applied, were not fulfilling the requirements of a proper
age reading either. Calcination of otoliths increases their readability a little due to
differences in chemical composition of opaque and hyaline zones (Dennevig, 1956). The
fact that calcination is at times highly advantageous for the otolith readability has been
stated by Krzykawski and Romanski (1972) in their report on studies on whiting.
Alizarin-staining of vertebrae and otoliths proved successful only in the first. However,
the most suitable material for the Greenland halibut age and growth determination was
found in scales. They are sufficiently readable in most fishes examined, while readable
otoliths are possible to obtain only from some, rather young, individuals, and the
vertebrae, because of a laborious treatment necessary for the determination, cannot serve
to determine the age of any greater number of fishes: A comparison of a scale,
alizarin-stained vertebra, and otolith, taken from the same individual, is seen on Fig. 1.
Such comparison, made for 86 specimens, showed the age read from otoliths to be one
year, or even two years higher than that read from the other two elements. Presumably
this is associated with the presence of secondary zones revealed by Smidt (1969).
In the age determinations from scales, the number of annuli, visible as zones of close
circuli, was taken as a guideline. An annulus was recognized on the outer border of the
zone (Figs. 2, 3, 4, 5). Apart from the true annuli, false ones were found to occur on
Greenland halibut scales. The nomenclature of these annuli was adopted after Cugunova
(1959). In the material examm.ed, one of the most frequently found false annuli was a
juvenile ring seen as a border between the zones of close circuli near the centre and the
zone of more loosely spread circuli placed off the centre. More rare was a so-called double
ring situated very close to another ring, as well as a partial ring shown only on a part of a
scale.
Growth rate determination
In order to test the applicability of scales to growth rate determination, they were
collected at_ 12 spots on the body surface from 173 fish specimens obtained from the
Barents Sea fishing grounds, and from 180 ones from the New Foundland fishing grounds
(Fig. 6). A relationship between the Greenland halibut total body length (1.t.) and an oral
radius of the scale from a given spot was also calculated. When choosing the longer (oral)
radius to be used in growth rate calculations, decisive was the fact that the annuli there
are displaced farther apart, therefore they are more conspicuous. Moreover, pigment cells
are very frequent in the caudal part, whereby a proper interpretation of annuli from this
part is difficult.
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Fig. 1. Otolith, vertebra, and scale of a 4+ -years-old Greenland halibut of 43 cm length (1.t.)
(Phot. by C. Nagi�c)
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Fig. 2. Scale of a 4-years-old Greenland halibut of 37 cm length (l. t.) (l"hot. by C. Nagi�c}

Fig. 3. Scale of a 5-years-old Greenland halibut of 44 cm length (1. t.) (Phot. by C. Nagi�c)

A comparative analysis

Fig. 4. Scale of a 6+-years-old Greenland halibut of 54 cm length (1. t.) (Phot. by C. Nagi�c)

Fig. 5. Scale of a 7+-years-old Greenland haribut of 59 cm length (1. t.) (Phot. by(' Na:::i�c)
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Fig. 6. Spots for collecting Greenland halibut scales for oral radius (r. or.) - total length (1. t.) relation
ship analysis. Figures in parentheses define analogous spots on blind side

Fig. 7. Total length (1. t.) - scale oral radius (r. or.) relationship for 12 spots on Greenland halibut bo
dy from Barents Sea fishing grounds

A linear relationship was found between the oral radius length for all the 12 spots and
the total length (Lt.) of Greenland halibut (Figs. 7 and 8). Correlation coefficients and
regression equations, calculated for 12 chosen places from the Barents Sea material, are
presented in Table 2. Fig. 7 shows a graph representing the relationship studied. As it is
seen from Table 2, the highest correlation coefficients are observed for scales taken from
the following spots: 3, S, 6, 9, and 12, the spots 3, 6, 9, and 12 being placed in the caudal
part of the fish body. At the same time the regression lines drawn for the caudal scales
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Table 2
Relationships between total length (Lt.) and scale oral redius for 12 spots
on Greenland halibut body for Barents Sea fishing grounds
Spot of scale
collection
1
2
3
4
5

6
7
8
9
10
11

12

Correlation coefficient
0.633
0.678
0.810
0.615
0.758
0.779
0.534
0.379
0.734
0.521
0.562
0.848

Regression equation
y
y
y

=

0.0265x+0.27
0.0340x+0.03
= 0.0422x+0.52
y = 0.0192x+0.84
y = 0.0334x+0.20
y = 0.0521x+O.Ol
y = 0.0167x+0.87
y = 0.0140x+l.26
y = 0.0458x+0.28
y = 0.0218x+0.70
y = 0.0235x+0.88
y = 0.0542x-0.06
=

differ in their slope from the remaining ones, which is associated with their larger sizes.
Moreover, the lines as opposed to most of the others, cross the y-axis closer to the origin.
Since the caudal scales are the largest, their annuli are observed to be most conspicuous.
The scale size was found to decrease towards the head, which holds true for all fish
caught in various regions.

Fig. 8. Total length (I. t.) - scale oral radius (r. or.) relationship forl2 spots on Greenland halibut bo
dy from New Foundland fishing grounds

Table 3
Relationships between totallengt h (Lt.) and scale oral radius for 12 spots
on Greenland halibut body for New Foundland, sub-area fishing grounds
Spot of scale
collection
1
2
3
4

5

6

7
8
9
10
11
12

Correlation coefficient

Regression equation

0.866
0.923
0.897
0.892
0.877
0.893
0.878
0.897
0.893
0.904
0.897
0.950

y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

0.0365x-0.21
0.0353x-0.02
0.0519x+0.10
0.0353x-0.02
0.0439x-0.3 l
0.0548x
0.0347x-0.10
0.0410x-0.24
0.0570x-0.10
0.0346x-0.08
0.0400x-0.08
0.0629x-0.29

Table 3 contains data analogous to those in Table 2, concerning the New Foundland
sub-area fishes. The pattern of the oral radius - fish length relationship is presented in
Fig. 8. As can be seen from Table 3 and Fig. 8, again the highest correlation coefficients
are to be found, in general, in scales of the caudal part of the body, while the course of
regression lines corresponding to this part of the body is similar to that observed in the
Barents Sea fishes. The correlation coefficients computed for the caudal part o{the body
(Tables 2 and 3) ranged within 0.734-0.950, which is indicative of a significant or very
strong (Guilford, 1960) relationship between the Greenland halibut total length and oral
radius of a scale from this part of the body.
The comparisons made show the caudal scales (spots 3, 6, 9, and 12) to be readable to the
highest degree; the scales are almost equally suitable to both the age and growth rate
determinations. In view of the above-mentioned finding of different size and readability
of scales derived from various parts of the fish body, it is very important to follow the
procedure of obtaining scales from the strictly defined spot. Scales obtained from above
the lateral line in the caudal part of the eye side of the body (spot 3) were adopted as a
basis for the ensuing determinations. The least amount of regenerated scales was found at
this spot. Thus the relationship between the Greenland halibut total length (Lt.) and oral
radius of its caudal scale (r.or.) (spot 3) was additionally calculated from the enlarged
material (430 individuals) obtained from the New Foundland fishing grounds, where the
body length varied from 13 to 81 cm. The relationship is presented in Fig. 9. The
correlation coefficient was r = 0.986, and the regression equation was thus:
y =0.057 X

-

0.20

A straight line was drawn according to the equation; the line crossed the x-axis at the
point of 35 .1 mm indicating that the fish length - oral radius ratio is not constant.
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Fig. 11. Greenland halibut total length (1. t.) - left otolith radius relationship

Therefore the Dahl - Lea method applied without any correction can lead to erroneous
results. The value of 35.1 mm indicates to a length at which a scale begins to grow at the
spot 3 on a Greenland halibut's body.
Fig. 10 presents changes observed in the Lt.fr.or. ratio with the fish length. As is seen,
l.t.-c
ratio is almost
the larger the fish, the smaller the ratio. Ch the other hand, the
r.or.
constant and equals 178 when c = 35.1 mm. Therefore, when studying the Greenland
halibut growth rate based on back calculations on scales, the Rosa Lee formula was used.
In order to check if the scales-based growth rate calculations were properly done, the
relations between vertebrae sizes and otoliths 0n one hand and the fish total length on the
other were also followed using the material obtained from the New Foundland fishing
grounds.
Fig. 11 presents the relationship between the total length (l.t.) of Greenland halibut
and a left otolith radius size, calculated from 333 specimens measured. The correlation
coefficient here is high, r = 0.99 3, but the line drawn according to the regression
equation
y = 0.055 X - 0.62
crosses the y-axis relatively far from the origin. The line crossed the x-axis at c =
-11.2 7 mm. The figure shows the empiric points for lengths less than 20 cm to lie
beneath the line, which would 'point to a curvilinear relationship within the length range ·
of 0-20 cm. Therefore the total length (Lt.) - left otolith radius relationship up to
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20 cm was calculated and drawn according to the forn:iula given by Sheriff (1922) who
states the parabolic nature of the relationship studied. Back calculations on otoliths were
performed as in the Rosa Lee formula and corrected (the results less than 20 cm only) by
a graphic method (the method is schematically outlined in Fig.) I).
The relationship between the verte,bra radius and the total fish length, calculated from
86 individuals measured, is presented in Fig. 12. This relationship has a linear form as
well. The correlation coefficient was r = 0 .964, and the line drawn according· to the
regression equation
y =0.078 X - 0.73

4/J

..

2JJ

/

/

..

;,'

f.O
08
0$

....86

Q4
Q2

L.t. tm

Fig. 12. Greenland halibut total length (I. t.) - vertebra radius relationship

crosses the x-axis relatively far from the origin. That happened because the material taken
to follow the relationship was poorly representative and lacking individuals smaller than
30 cm. Therefore an additional line, based on two points, was drawn for the lengths less
than 30 cm. The points were set as follows:
1. a point lying on the regression line, corresponding to the 30 cm length, i.e., at the
smallest length found in fish studied;
2. a point corresponding to the 2 cm length, where a vertebra radius had been assumed to
equal O (from data on halibut larvae length, Smidt, 1969).
The equation for the additional line is given in form of
y = 0.058 X - 0.115
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Using this line, lengths less than 30 cm, back-calc,ulated from vertebrae, using the Rosa
Lee formula were corrected. The scheme for corrections is preaented in Fig. 12.
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Fig. 13. Comparison of growth rates as back-calculated from scales, vertebrae, and otoliths in a sample
caught on April 8, 1972

Fig. 13 presents a comparison of growth rates back-calculated from scales, vertebrae,
and otoliths in a sample caught on April 8, 1972 at the New Foundland fishing grounds.
Smaller differences were found between back calculations based on scales and vertebrae,
while the back-calculated growth rate based on otoliths is underestimated in relation to
the other two elements. The difference emerges from the presence of secondary zones
mentioned earlier which cause the age calculated from otoliths to be overestimated when
compared to that obtained from scales and vertebrae. The maximum difference between
the lengths calculated from the three elements is, however, small and equals 2 cm. The
curves drawn on the figure show fairly close results to have been obtained from the three
· elements, which confirms the appropriateness of the method applied.
CONCLUSIONS
1. Basing on the analysis of relevance of five anatomical elements to the age
determinations, fin rays and opercular bones were found to be unsuitable for th�
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purpose. Alizarin-stained vertebrae can be used, but owing to difficulties inherent in
the preliwinary preparations, they are of no use when a numerous material is to be
dealt with. Calcinated otoliths show a satisfactory readability only in a low number of
fish. Scales proved the most suitable material for the age and growth rate
determi.nations.
2. Scales to be used in the age and growth rate determinations should be taken from the
caudal part of the fish body, where they are largest in size and show the clearest
pattern of annuli (Figs. 2, 3, 4·, 5).
between the total length (1.t.) and oral radius of a scale taken from
3. The
atove the lateral line from the caudal. part of the eye side of the body is linear and has
the highest correlation coefficient. The line expressing the relationship crosses the
x-axis at 35 ,l mm. This value can be assumed as a length of a fish on which body the
first scales emerge. Growth rates were back-calculated using the Rosa Lee formula.
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Translated: mgr Teresa Radziejewska
PORO"\VNAWCZA ANALIZA PRZYDATNOSCI ROZNYCH ELEMENTOWANATOMICZNYCH
DO OZNACZANIA WIEKU I TEMPA WZROSTU HALIBUTA NIEBIESKIEGO
REINHARDTIUS HIPPOGLOSSOIDES (WALBAUM)
Streszczenie
W celu znalezienia whsciwej metody okreslania wieku i tempa wzrostu przeprowadzono analizf?
porownawczll! przydatnosci pi�ciu elementow anatomicznych: prc,mieni pl"etw, kosci operkulamych,
kr�g6w, otoiit6w i Iusek. Stwierdzono, ie promienie pl:etw i kosci operkularne, ze wzgll?du na ich
delikatnll! struk'am� oraz bardzo slab<! czytelnosc nie nadajq sif? do tego celu. Krf?gi, po zabarwieniu
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alizaryrn\, mog:i, sluzyc do okreslania wieku, jednak ze wzglydu na trudnosci zwuizane z
preparowaniem, nie znajdujii zastosowania przy badaniu licznego materialu. Otolity po wypra.ieniu
przewyzszaj11 wyrazistosci!! niepn,1zone, lecz wykazuj:i, zadowalaj:i,cii czytelnosc tylko u niewielkiej
liczby ryb. Najodpowiedniejszym matedalem do . okreslania wieku i tempa wzrostu halibuta
niebieskiego okazal:y siy J:uski.
Stwierdzono, ze wielkosc lusek w kierunku glowy zmniejsza siy. Do oznaczania wieku i szybkosci
wzrostu nalezy pobierac je z ogonowej cz,.sci cia.J:a, gdzie maj:i, najwi,.ksze rozmiary i najwyra.iniejszii
struktury pierscieni rocznych.
Zaleznosc pomi',dzy drugoscil'! calkowit11 (l.t.) a wielkosci!! promienia oralnego foski (r.or.)
pobranej z CZ',Sci ogonowej ma charakter prostolinijny. Poniewa.i prosta b',chjca wyrazem tej
zaleznosci nie przechodzi przez pocziitek ukladu wsp6hz,.dnycJ:l, wsteczne,odczyty tempa wzrostu
przeprowadzono przy zastosowaniu wzoru Rosy Lee.
l

CPABHJ/ITEJ11Hb!t AHAJIJ/13 ITPWrGZ!HOCTJ/1 PA3JIJ/111Hb!X AHATOMJ/111ECKJ/IX
BJIEMEHTOB Z!JlR OITPEZ!EJIEHJ/IR .BOSPACTA J/1 TEMITA POCTA
11:EPHOro ITAJITYCA REINHARDTIUS HIPPOGLOSSOIDES (WALBAUM)
Pe a JO M e
pocTa
B ITOMCKBX COOTBeTCTBYIOII\ero MeTo;n:a orrpe;n:eJieHMH BOSpBCTB M TeMITB
11ccne;n:yeMOM pb!6b! 6b!JI rrpoBe;n:eH CpBBHl1TBJII,Hblll BHBJIJ/IS rrpMro;n:HOCTJ1 ITHTlil BHBTO
MJ/ll!BCKlilX SJieMBHTOB; ny11ett ITJIBBHIIIKOB, orrepKyJll'lPHb!X KOCTBW, ITOSBOHKOB, OTOJIJ1TOB
M 11ernytt. !TpM 8TOM YCTBHOBJIBHO, l!TO J!Jl!l1 ITJIBBHMKOB M orrepKyJIHpHb!B KOCTJ/l B
ClllJIY J/IX xpyrrKOCTJ/l J/l HBl16TKOCTM ;Zl;JIH 3TOM �BJ111 HB ro;n:HTCff. !T03BOHKl1 ITOCJIB
OKpBCKM MX BJIJ/l3BplllHOM MoryT 6bJTI, rrp111ro;n:Hhl ;Zl;Jlff orrpe;n:BJIBHJ/lff B03pBCTB, O;Zl;HBKO
l/lCITOJII,30BBHMB MX B illMpOKOM MBCillTB6e, rrp11 MCCJie;n:OBBHMM 60JII,ill0I'O MBTBpMaJia,
HBB03MO�HO, T.K. rrperrap11pOBBHfile MX ffBJIHBTCH ;ll;OBOJI:OHO Tpy;n:Hb!M. 0TOJIMTb!,
IlO;ll;BBprHyTbie KBJII,�MHB�!/!M, MMeIOT C 3TOM '.l'Ol!Kl'l 3pBI!Mff CB011 rrpe!l!MYII\BCTBB rre
pe;n: Herrperrap11pOBB1!Hb!MM, O;ll;HBKO 06JIB;Zl;Bl0T y;n:OBJieTBOpMTBJibHb!Mfil KBl!BCTBBMl1
TOJII,KO y HB60Jibill0rO KOJIMl!BCTBa pb!6. HaM60JIBB rrp11ro;n:Hb!M MBTBPMBJIOM ;Zl;Jlff orr
pe;n:eJIBHMH B03pBCTa M TeMrra pOCTB l!6pHoro ITBJITyca OKBSBJIBCI, l!BillyH.
YcTaHOBJieHO, l!TO pasMep 11ernya ITO HarrpaBJIBHlll!O K rOJIOBB YMBHbillBBTCff. Z!JIH
orrpe,l\eJIBHMH BOSpBCTB l1 CKOp_ocTM pOCTB cne;n:yeT 6paT:o 11ernyro C XBOCTOBOti l!BC
TM TBJIB, r;n:e OHB l1MBBT HBl160Jibilllllil pa3Mep M Hal160JIBB 0Tl!6TJIMBYIO CTpyKTYPY
rO,l\OBb!X KOJie�.
3aBMCl1MOCTI, MB�;n:y 061!\BM ·;Zl;Jll1HOW (l.t,) M B�Jll1l!l1HOM PB,l\l1yca opaJI:OHOI qe
rny11 (r .or.) B 8HTOM C XBOCTOBOti l!BCTM, l1MBBT rrpHMOJiilIHBWHb!M xapBKTep, Tioc
KOJI:OKY rrpHMBH, ffBJiff!Oll\BffCH Bb!pBlKBHl1eM 3TOti 3BBJIICMMOCTM, HB rrpoxo;n:11T l!Bpes
HBl!BJIO CMCTeMhl KOOp,l\MHBT, o6paTHOB Bhlql1CJIBHMB pOCTa 6b!JIO rrpoBe;n:eHO ITO Me
T0.4y Rosy Lee.
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